**Summit ... responsible solutions.®**

**MOSQUITO & ANT BARRIER CONCENTRATE**

Kills 130+ pests on contact!
**KILLS FIRE ANTS IN 24 HOURS**

Covers up to 32,000 sq. ft.

For Outdoor Use Around the Home Only

*Makes up to 256 gallons*

**Active Ingredients:**
Lambda-cyhalothrin .............. 0.5%
Other Ingredients: ............. 99.5%
Total ....................... 100.0%

**Keep Out of Reach of Children**

**Caution:**

See attached booklet for additional precautionary statements.


**Net Contents** .5 Gallon

**NEW - F&C Mos & Ant .5 gal Concentrate 9/20, 2019-rev rev 10/1/19**

---

**Note:** Please do not modify template
will help to ensure that wind or rain does not blow or wash pesticide off the product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for the next 24 hours or storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this treatment area.

This product is extremely toxic to fish. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters. Do not apply directly to water. Drift and drift and drift and drift and drift and drift and drift...